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Author's Note

This stuc' has been prepared in an attempt to establish

benchmmarks avainst which can be assessed the economic feasibility

of a 75-100 I.w electric capacity nuclear reactor based on

essential2y todayls tecthnologr. Such reference points are

necessary in the deterrination of the Jank's role in nuclear

power development and application, and in the evaluation of pro-

posals for financing such an installation.

The need for such a stucy was pointed out by It. S.

Aldzwereld, and his contributions to its inception and its

execution are gratefully acknowledged. 1fr.1 M. Rosen also pro-

vided invaluable guidance, as did Dr. W. Rembert, r 1. A. Wenzell,

Mr. S. Upkowitz and Ir. B. Walstedt. Dr. v. Mayer, of the

Stanford Research Institute, and NMessrs. F. Quackenboss and H.

Ilollister, of the United States Atomic Energy Comnission also

provided helpful assistance.
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1. World energy demands are increasing at such a rate as to require the

full exploitation of both fossil and hrdroelectric energy resources. Even

more importantly, world energy demand forecasts for the year 2000 indicate

the absolute need for development of nonconventional resources. The non-

conventional resource most likely of early practical application is nuclear

energy.

2. W1hile world-wide energy needs can be estinated over a relatively

long term with considerable reliance, estimation of the short term enerpr

needs of individual countries is a far more difficult task. flevertheless,

various studies that have been made -indicate that except in those countries

possessed of great untapoed hyvdroelectric resources or plentiful resources

of coal or oil. there is a general need for the dPvePonmePt of IInconventi onal

energr resources to meet r-si-ngr nower needs in the next one or two dePCdpe.s/

Th1.S r-i+ t. eans th i uclea" p1rer, Yin .1- 'Al *t can Se poued .Ar1n rl a p rie

comptltie wih oner-iy aner-.-^ soem"nas, TVrIll play ar. -importan.t role Jin th.e

econo-mic rdevrelopm-IrYe-nht of' annwr nti ons.

3. Besides the need to develop nuclear power to meet rising energy

requirements, other factors operate in some countries to speed mnuclear

power development and early application. Industrial pressures to

develop markets for nuclear fuels and for nuclear power equipment act

T'Mumerous papers on world energy needs, the energy requirements of
inuaividual nations, and the possible role of nuclear and other non-
conveentional energ sovrces are contained in Volume I, Proceedings of
the International Conference on the Peacefui uses of Ato-rdc Energy.
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as stimuli in the more highly developed nations. Fear of "atomic

colo:nialism" spurs other srmaller rations to develop technical competence in

the field. To the underdeveloped countries, nuclear power offers unioue

attraction because of its transnortation independence, flowing from its

nighl eiierL content per unit weight. These and economic, social and

-political forces tend to place a high premium on nuclear development, even

where economic need for a new source of energy is not urgent.

4. The Ban1's interest in nuclear energr is primarily in facilities for

the generation of electricity or heat from nuclear fuels, and the related

production and processing facilities. Important other anplications of

nuclear eneru to researcIl and development, therapy, radioisotope work, food

preservation and sterilization, and so forth, in general require small in-

vestrment with consequeat srmall foreign exchange requirements. WhPnile the

Barnc may become involved in loans for such aoplicatiors, the individual

amoLnts would be relative\. sm,iall. In the case of pow%er, process or space

heat or propulsion reactors, the capital requirements are large, with vary-

ing needs for foreign e:x:change. The remainder of this paper will deal only

with nuclear power p'Lants.Yi

5. isJNo m-ians ',,as been f'Lownd t1-o use the yonez-wr of fission to produce

eecbr c@y- dir^e c8^Y- r, presser.tAVy co.c4vd nula rectr ar Ws;m.ply

mnac'rjires Jn -Whv1-1g t-he energy cor.tair.edA 4n 1,h nuls Iof aton oP fisil

material ('U23, UY233" anAd Pluton4ik) is released to become available in the

form of heat -which Inust be removed from. thle reactor by a coolanrt in order to

Process or space heat, propulsion, and small power nuclear reactors are

oiscussed in Appendix I.



make steam for heating or to drive a turbo-generator. The turbo-generator

portion can be considered more or less standard. Thus, essentially, nuclear

reactors are equivalent to the "fire-boxes" (including in-some cases a portion

of the "boilers") of modern thernal electric stations.

6. l'any different specific nuclear reactor systems have been proposed.

Those appearing most promising or presently under advanced development or

construction are briefly described in paragraph 13 et seq. As of today no

one can say whvich of the presently conceived reactor systems will prove

ultimately to be the "best" system. Indeed, analysis of statements of pro-

ponents of the various reactor systems and stutr of their technical details

suggests that no one of them may be so significantlr more attractive than the

rest as to be the preferred reactor design. As will be seen in later dis-

cussion of the reactors being built in various countries, the choice of

reactor design is not purely a technical decision. (See Para.14 et seq.)

7. An.other poinrt to be conidered is that while nuclear powlJer plants are

essent'ily ecieivalent to conventionAl therma, l s4atios o n trat "a het kc-t cle

1 A~~~~~~ & 4~~~~~~~J ~. -LP n ! s T' A 1Uffi.s eralte to eer-at e e.,~Jlectric:4vy, t&.ey are h perrps rowr e- clo y ah t

1vdroelec&- -cl statons f or ot'r. - e1 poi.tLL o f vievrx of obsolescence. E)r. A. His

veinbuerg, hi rector ofthei- U.S. AJW' s Oakl Ridge "1ation-l Laborato3y, has

pointed th-is out and his words are wel1 wortvh bea-ring in mind:

'wiLl one or two reactuors eraerge as un-uii choices? I think
every worlcer in reactor design must have wondered whether, in the long
run, any one reactor -ype will eme-rge as so distinctly superior to the
others that it will render tne rest obsolete. The history of hydro-
carbon-burning devices suggests tnat the technologr will develop a
succession of "most desirable" types: the reciprocating steam engine
was followed iyr the steam turbine - which may ultimately be replaced gy
the gas turbine. Within each class - say the steam turbine - there has
been a tremendous development and corresponding high rate of obsolescence;
for example, the heat rate on the miost modeirn turbines is less than half
the heat rate of turbines only 20 years old.



"But the main reason for obsolescence of conventional power generat-
ing devices - low thermal efficiency will hardly operate to render
nuclear power plants obsolete. Rather, nuclear plants ought to be much
more like hydroelectric plants: if they have sufficiently low overall
operating costs, and this is a sum of costs determined by thermo-dynamic
efficiency, material efficiency, maintenance, etc., then it is at least
not obvious ,Phy they should become obsolete arnr more than dams become
obsolete.s 1I1

Plan of Study

8. IKr. Eugene R. Black, in a statement made in August 1955, pointed

out that the development of corarercial applications of atomic energy had

important implications for economic development and for the International

Balni. He said that at that time "..,.,no one can sasr where or under what

circumstances these applications may become practicable...." . The purpose

of this stucy is to analJyse the present status of nuclear development as

concerns commercial. nuclear power plants, to establish reasonablyr conserva-

tive costs for such facilities built on essentially todav'Is technolomr5

and to arrive at operating and maintaiing cost,s and at costs of fae! for

such a plant. It will then be necessair to consider hnw the nuclear plant

should be depreciated; and at what average plant factor it is 1 14 koely to be

operated over its lifetime. The total cost of mnclear nnwor can then be

calculated at varioubs percentage returns on iuwresthent, The costs thus

established for electricity genPratod in a nu¢clear plant can t--hen be com=

pared with those for electri city generated in a conrventional ther,mal plant,

at various costs for fossil fiel. ALnalysis of these comparisons will pro-

vide the desired bench-.manrks to appraise "o Whlere and under wVhlat circu,stances"

ni-Tlear nover m-_ become pract4cable. A f--4-er Cy Con- c deU-sAion2

:g/ Fro,r, P/862 by A.H' Tteriberg, Proceedings of th International Conference
on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Vol.III, P.24.



which is not discussed in this paper, is the degree of Bank interest and

participation in the technical development "research and development contra

economic application) of nuclear enerMr as a useable energy resource.

[uclear EnerJ- Resources

9, The primary raw materials for nuclear power are uranium and thorium.

A survey of available estimates of economically recoverable uranium and

thorium ind[icates sup-lies equivalent to manyr times the enrer,r content of

the reserves of oil, gas and coal. Perhaps the most deefinitive statements

are contained in a survey paper by Jesse johnson, Director of the U. S.

Atonic EnerQr Coilmission's Raw iiaterials Division, ;iven at the Geneva

Conference. Pertinent paragraphs are quoted below:

"In 1948 the uiranium sLTppy of the 7:estern Nations was almost
entirely the product of t7o rines, one in the Celgian Gongo and the
other in Northern Canada. In the past, there had been little general
ntherest in uranim alid throughout most of the -world there had been no
serious search for it. Even now, vast areas promising from a geologi-
cal stan1doint are relatirvel- inePlomred

"To.day thnerne nare rflajor uran-4A J%1 t-he Beli.an Conao,

Canada, South Africa, and the UJnited States. Australia, `ance and
Portugal also are p--duC- ng ari u' w;th favaov"able prospects for
substantiallJy increased production.

"On the basis of present developments and geological evidence,
resources of' the producirng natlon4-s o-fe ' h-T'es arc es..-a c,-ated to4-- bea

between o-ne and two million tons of uranium. This uraniumn can be
produV-c.tl at moderate cost At an average of abcout ,1- .1 a p6ittkd for
1303 .... Cranium oxidjf.... in a high grade concentrate......

".....Reserves of comniercial phosphate roclk in the U.S. alone are
estimated as 5 billion tons and the urarnum contelt at 600,0O0 tons.
The U.S. also has an estimated 85 billion tons of marine shale averaging
slight2y more than i/iOth of a pound of uranium per ton. This repre-
sents a reserve of 5-6 million tons of uranium.

"'Known deposits of uraniferous phosphate rock and shale in other
parts of the world equal or exceed those of the U.S'. in grade and
tonnage, The phosphate deposits of Morocco estimated at 20 billion
tons are uranium-bearing. The Scandinavian Peninsula and other Baltic
territories contain very large deposits of uraniferous shale. Uranium-
bearing coal and lignite also have been found in a number of countries.



"The cost of extracting uranium, as a primar-y product, from
p bosph;ate and shiale la ebweni0ad,0prpo.d I~~±1~.t lcL1d Ju u UuvJi .1L ~'; - Lu ; ,)V P%:U . U jJe. U JLLUILL. U-

valuable by-products can be recovered the cost may be reduced. Be-
ul,Vee.± LL u UIL1±~LJ W.UlJ.WLUI UU.ZjJVLUD V.L bUU4W Y A1U lIC 11L8J~I1U~ .

uranium sources for the distant future there are deposits of good
s-upply uranium at a cost of between 10 and ;30 a pound. the re-
sources in this economic class are not well knrm6ih-ut they must be
large, perhaps several million tons of uranium.,... Fxperience
gained from the present uranium program has demonstrated that higher
prices wili bring in new sources of production and increase available
reserves.

"This general review of production and reserves indicates that
uranium no longer can be considered a rare metal. Fhere are exten-
sive deposits throughout the world and there are processes for extract-
ing the uranium econordical2y. Uranlium production already developed is
sufficient for a maor nuc-lear power prog-ram ofT6rld-ide extent.
Additional productlon can be obtained when needed. Vlhen the vast low-
grade resources are required, more efficient use of nuclear fuiel
through iziproved conversion or "breeding" may offset the higher uranium
cOst, nCFRphasis added)

10. It is clear that the nuclear power industry will not be limited by

lack of availability of fuel. It is important, hawever, to note that de-

posits of uranium presently considered economically recoverable exist in

only a few countries. Even for countries having such uraniurn supplies, a

large capital iinvestment is required to convert the ores to usea'ele fuels.

At present, only 3elgium, Canada, France, U.S. and U.K. (apart from USSR)

are produc-ng high purity uranium metal on a coieiiercial scale suitable for

nuclear power reactor use. Other countries, either not possessing uranium

resources or having resources but lacking plants or necessary capital to

conavert the ores into useable fuels, will have to execute political agree-

ments with nations having nuclear fue'ls in useable form in order to support

a nuclear power industr-y toclay or in the immediate future. In this regard,

the U.S. has recently announced its willingness to make available 20,000

kilograms of U235 for nmclear poTer reactor uses outside the IJ.S. All of

the nations listed as presently producing uranium metal have indicated

J~~Cqeop r,J f-g '" txt 7#?u 

~~~~~~~ ~h -1p 1 ~,k
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wili'ngness to provide su-olies to others for power uses. However, in the

case of the U.S., and undoubted2y in all other cases, some sort of political

agreement will be required between the buyer and the seller nation.

11. This fact has obvious and important implications to the Bank since

without fuel a nuclear plant is useless. In addition to all other factors

entering into the evaluation of a project for a poTer plant, thle Bank must

assure itself that the necessary intergovernmental agreements for the supply

of' fuel, the reprocessing of used fuel elerents, and the recovery of

plutonium, uranium 235 and uranium 233 are made and that there is a reason-

able likelihood that the agreements will continue in effcct for the full

period covered by the loan.

1MIu c en PV-Ter Facllities

'°. I>, le the~ ge.ea rconcept of produc irl nucea ,cro- is q;.lj TnA- nn_

volvlng as it u dAoes e of anz reato imlr as heat- sor-rce in lieu of a

VO U.LV C- LU.I1U ±A..V ~-t'4JLL1tLIiIJ' J iL., ~- -

ciU.-veri. . .,.c.' LV f~J cici -bo'er, tU.Ve ciJ
6

-. i'eJ Or a sp.l44,4 V eco <se lr.=~ volntes enoerliyous rang "i h etl y biecause of ill op Ate4i nunc4 leas o

cale ractriatiiverotess ope l, the feeineer. ter and all other materia fls,

an thmust e arywt neutron enerathus effec ipoertantl the c

pfoe rmount and fo-n, of tofe theoose wr pula. He must choo s r,ie awhiat ferti

mate Laia l ne -vri'll ejip"lay siloe, Ue:;cept;1,. inA. spci lA._J,)- p-os eato;rs U , -L Uis

necessary tuo corrver'u sol-ne non-f-ueal r11U_ULateLa%L k(fer_U.Jt,lia r,,t:eri^_) Llnto fU:-uel

material in order to acnieve economic nucliear power. _Ie mustu choose .net

neutron energy ranige in- wnich the reacto wiioeae5ic ula

characteristics of the fuel, the fertile material, and aii other materials

in the reactor vary -w1th neutron energy and thus effec't importantly thle

performance and economics of the power plant. He nmust choose a suitable
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coolant to remove the heat. His system may be heterogeneous with pieces of

fuel embedded in a moderator or otherwise fixed in discrete positions; the

system may be homogeneous in which the fuel is a slurry or solution. If

his reactor system operates in the slow or intermediate neutron range, he

must select a suitable moderating material (moderator) to sl ow down the last

neutrons released in each fission event. Reflectors, control systems,

Qperating temperature ranges, and a host of other design choices must be made.

I Table 1l/ 

UqChoices t.o be Iade in Reactor Design

iFertile lTeutron
Fuel|P,iaterial Energy Coolant | Geametry Ioderator
Fue -| -d--r!ti-r

U233 iThoriuxi Fast ,Jas Heterogeneous Formal Wj,ater
U235 ' Urani-rm |ebonancei Liquid ]letal HIonogerneous i Heavyr Water
Pu235! Slow |iormal UTaterj Beryllium t

Heavy Water Beryllium Oxide
etc. Carbon etc,

13. Table 1 does not list all the possible choices, nor do all the

combinations of chloices listed above (9w00 different reactors) make sense.

Neverthneless, perhaps as mairy as 100 of the combInations shown are not

obviously unfeasible. The reactor systems presentlir under advanced

developme nt or constructiona in Canada. France, the United ,Kin:dom and the

UTinted States re-nrvent the more obvious design choices. Each system has

beein snhown to be workrable- bhtt no system has as vet been operated as a full-

scale cnmmnercial poer producerA

14. The more promising systems now under advanced development or con-

From P/862 by A.W.%!einberg; Proceedings of the TIternational Conference
on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energyr, Vol.III, P.24.



struction are briefLy described below:

(a) Aqueous Romogeneous Reactors -- in wvhich a dilute solution

of a salt of highly enriched Uranium 235, Uranium 233, or

Plutorium in heavyr water is utiiized as the fuel. This

solution is circulated through a tank surrounded by a

larger vessel containing the blanket material, a solution

or slurry of fertile material, thlorium or uranium, wlich

utilizes the neutrons escaping the core, to produce new

fissionable material. (U.S.)

(b) Boiling l;.'ater Reactors -- in which heat from the core is

transferred by allotring the cooling water (either normal

or heavy) to boil wlthin the vessel containing the fuel

eleme.nts. If normal uranium fucel is used thle coolant-

moderator is heavy water. (U.S.)

(c) Fast Breeder Reactors -_ in which an unnoderated core

fuelled wqith plutonium, J235, or U233 and cooled, for

ex-ample, with sodium is used. The core is surrounded by

a uranium or thorium blanket to utilize the :eutrons -which

escape the core. (U.K. and U.S.)

(d) Gas Cooled Graphdite Reactors - in which normal uranium

or uranium enriched with U235. U233. or Plutonium in the

form of rods or slugs is contained in a graphite moderator,

Carbon dioxide under pressure (or som.e other suitzble gas)

is circulated thronph the reactor to remmre the hatA.

(P'rxnnn Anr3 TT-T,!A-

(e) TMnhiid MI+.al 1Thel PeacAorse= h wich a li1 ,i4d fuel composed

of afeowpn+. ni" pe iion of Urarjnim 235 or Traniu 233 in



molten bismuth circulates through a graphite moderator.

The heat is removed from the liquid metal fuel solution

and used to generate steam. A liquid blanket of uranium -

or thorium - bismuth slurr,y surrounds the reactor, and

utilizes neutrons from the core to make fissionable material.

(U.S. and U,K.)

(f) Pressurized Water Reactors -- in which high pressure water

(or heavy water) is circulated tlwrough a vessel containing

solid fuel elements of slightly enriched or, in the case of

heavy water, normal uranium, The water is then passed

through a boiler in which steam is produced to drive a

turbo-generator. (Canada and U.S.)

(g) Sodium Graaphite Reactors -- in which advantage is taken

of the high temperatures and high efficiencies to be

gained through the use of sodium as the coolant and

graphite as the moderator. Enriched fuel is used. (U.S.)
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Table 2=
Plans for Power Producing Reactors in Selected Countries

CAN\ADA. Atomic Enerrw of Canada. Ltd. and -1vdro-Zlectric Power CommissIon of
ntaio to build 20 iT' (electricity) protot,ype heavy wJater, natural uranium power re-
actor; to be in operation 1958. Designisng 100 iM reactor of similar tvpe.

FRANICE, French Five-Year Program.

C-1, Contains 100 tons of natural uranium, elements 26 mm dia, 100 mm long,
sheathed. in Mg-1200 tons of _abhite. Air cooled at atmospheric Dressure. Under
construct-on, to produce about 40 1'h heat and 5 M1w electricity in 1956.

G"42. Craphite-moaerated; 100 tons of natural uranium, elemenits 26 mnm da,
300 mm long sheathed in 1g.C02-cooled in a pressurized closed circuit. TJnder con-
struction, to produce 100 to 150 lw heat, and 30 U1w electricity.

IIo. of Electric Completion
Type of Reactor Reactors output i1h Date

Gas Vco o'ed C 1rUal' 1\ 4 ) 400 to 800 B9o1
Gas cooled, improved 4 ) 1963
Higler power reactors 4 ) 1963_4
Liquid-metal-cooled reactors 4 ) 1000 1965
Production and power generation 6 Addition to above program

Heat Electric Completion
AEC rrogram Output,iw 0uNpUT,O'W Date Notes

Pressurized lTater ReactorCFWR) - 230 60 1957
Experimental Boiling Water

Reactor (EMVR) 20 1956 -
Sodium Graphite Reactor 20 7.5 2955 -
HomoLeneous Reactor Experinent

No.2 (HPE-2) 10 2 1956 -
Thcne:inental Tbreedar Peactor

No,2 (EBR-2) 62.5 15 1958

Industrial Reactor Program
Yankee Atomic Electric Co. 500 13h 1957 Pressurised light-

water mbderator and
coolant.

Nuclear Power Group 692 180 1960 Boiling-water type.
Atnmyic Power Developnnent AssnTInc- 300 l0 1960 Fast hreedPr_
Consumer Pub.Pwr,Dist.of Nebraska 250 75 1959 Sodium-graphite reactor
flconsli dat.Ad Edicnn 500 236* 159 Pressur2ized wa+-er

uraniumt-thorium
c.v ert.g ._

(*1140 Mw from reactor, 96 lNw from oil-fired superheater)

Based upon the compilation preseted i.n Nuclear Reactor Catalogue, prepared for
the Ullited Nations by H.S .Isbin; Pr6ceedings of International Conference on
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Voi.III,P.374, et seq.
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15. Table 2 lists presently well-advanced plans for experimental,

demonstration or full-scale poier reactors in Canada, France, the United

Kingdom and the United States. It will be noted that the gas-cooled

reactor system has taken priority in development in France and the United

Kingdom. This is due to several factors, the most important being tne

scarcit,y of heavy water, the scarcity or unavailability of enriched uranium

or plutonium, and greater relative experience with air or gas-cooled systems.

In the United States, on the other hand, no serious limitation is placed boy

scarcity of any material, and the syrstems urder development are therefore

more diverse. In Canada, the emphasis is on natural uranium, of which

Canada has a plentifutl supply. Thus, it can be seen that purely teclnical

considerations are not necessarily the influencing factors in choice of re-

actor systems for early development and construction in any country. Indeed,

the 'J.S. program shows that each of the systems listed above (with the excep-

tion of gas-cooled, graphite moderated thermal reactors) has its strong ad-

herents in the U.S. Recalling Dr. Weinberg's statement (see page 3), it is

evident that not only is there a difference of opinion as to the best techni-

cal system for producing econonic electric power, but also wiork done to date

seems to indicate that each of the various approaches is feasible and none

obviously impractical.

16. One point should be stressed regarding nuclear power facilities --

their design and manufacture requires a highly sldlled technology available

only in the more maturely industrialized nations. Thus, particularly in

underdeveloped countries, the acquisition of nuclear power plants will involve

not only foreign exchange, but also technical assistance and probably the

execution of pQlitical agreements between the supplier nation and the



purchaser nation. Indeed, present U.S. law allows the export of "utiliza-

tion facilities" only under and1 pursuant to an executed "Agreement for

Cooperation". Because of security considerations and, perhaps more im-

portant2y, trade secret considerations particularly in the field of Afel

element technology, it is probable that the export of nuclear power plants

will, at least in the early years, involve some sort of intergoverrnaental

agreement.21

17. In sur, several different technical systems for producing nuclear

power are alrealy in an ad-vanced stage of development or construction, and

each system has been shown to be feasible, although precise economic inform-

ation will not become available until a full-scale power reactor has been

operated.

Cost of Nuclear Power Facilities

18. 3efore discussing estimated costs of nuclear facilities, it will

be well to consider general aspects of the economics of ntuclear power. The

actual cost of bouilding and operatirg an atomic power plant will, of course,

deternmine whether electricity from that plant is competitive with electricity

from other sources. It is clear that the capital cost of a nuclear power

pliant todav is higher than the capital cost of an equivalent thermal power

plant. The costs of nuclear power plants now being considered for

/ In respolre to a-nquestion as to snecimfications for fuel elements used in
the U.K. gas-cooled reactors, Sir Christopher Hiniton said they were of
the finned tyme and enc.losed in light metal cans_, He added: "I would
say quite frankly that I think it reasonable to maintain a measure of
what I wauld eal! industrial secreqy ahbont flr1 element design; this is

the sort of thing about whlich one feels one may perhaps not tell one's
con 1 Pece. Ue of At4 oi PocAneAr-r s Vl.1, Pnte.369tinal Conrerence
on PeaceiLU Uses of Atmrde Energy, Vol.11j, P,369.



commercial development are indicated to range between $230 and $320 per

kilowatt of capacity.2/ This compares wIth about $120 to $160 per kilowatV1

tor conventional thermal plants. On the other hand, the fuel coponent of

power cost for a nuclear power plant should be lower than that for fossil

fuels in most places, and, unlike other fuels, that cost would be relatively

the same for the same reactor system no matter wlhere the plant is located.

Assuiming other operating and maintenance costs not associated with fuel are

about the same, the savings on fuel over the life of the plant will, then,

represent the total amount availaole to cover the higher capital cost and the

faster depreciation of the atomic power plant.

See para.24.



Table 3

! arly Yuclear PowTer Plants
Ca.ada- T - TTQ

Est.+r..ated r stl..itePd

Reactor Elec.Cap. Cap.Cobt Completion
t Builder .Yu .p/w. Date

U.L Atomic Energy
Authority Gas Cooled 65 > 6001/ Fall 1956

U.S.Atomic Enery IPressurized
Conmission Water 60 630 1957

Consumers Public
PownJer Dist. 50diiii GraphiLte 7e 320 l9<Q-l9e9

iAtoriinc rner~ of Pressm'i zdi
Canada Ltd. heav;y water 20 5 600 1959

i Yankee Atomic Elec. Pressurized
Co. W,.ater 13h 230 1959-1960

Power Reactor Dev.Co, Fast Breeder 100 54o i959-196o

liTuclear Power Grou.p Boiling Wiater 180 250 1960

1 Consolidated Edison Pressurized
Water 236 233 1960

UN,.Central
Electricity
Authority Gas Cooled 1i0 ZO! 21960-1961

} ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - -- .-C -- -! M ofcales4-..............at f G,ap''tRlq GoSt has ben given ubli cly; the 
v salue quoted is conijectvural.

2j ATV the Ger-eva Coidrensece,acs -,5/.wW3 vefot.lpan,T

Later estimates place tlle cost at .'.280/ICw.r

19. Table 3 lists nir,e nuclear power reactors nowf under construction or

in advanced design stage. Nso cost information is availabDle on gas-cooled

French porwer reactors., but it can be as,sumed that t'heir costs would be no

less than those for t,he U.K. gas_cooled reactors. The U.K. AEA gas-coo'Led

reactor vill be t1he first central station power reactor to comne into operation.

It is a dual-purpose plant, in that it is so designed as to permiLt the simrul-

taneous production of power and of mnilitary grade plutonium having a low

~~~ ] ,.- ,S



percentage of the Pui240 isotope. Its successors, however, the gas-cooled

U.K. CEA plants, will be designed wfith major emphasis on the production of

power. The estimate of ';230/Xw for the second generation gas-cooled

reactors appears reasonable.

20. The first large U.S. power reactor is the Pressurized"11ater Reactor

being built for. the U.S. ARC by Westinghouse. This reactor, as are the

Yankee Atomic Electric Co. and the Consolidated Edison reactors, is an out-

growth of U.S. experience in designing and building the propulsion reactor

for the USS Ilautilus, and the system has been shown to be satisfactorily

operable under the severe conditions encountered in forced submerged

operation, The estimrates given for the Yankee and ConEd reactors are based

upon extensive technical experience gained in building the NTautilus and FWR

reactor and appear, therefore, to be reasonable, although they may contain

subsidies from the manufacturers, since they were both derived from bids for

which there wTas spirited competition among the leading electrical equipment

and boiler manufacturers. The Consumers Public Power District sodium-

cooled graphite reactor is based on extensive sodium handling teclnology

derived from North American Aviation's sodium reactor experiment, the AECs

Experimental Breeder Reactor and its Submarine Intermediate Reactor, all of

which use liquid sodium or sodium_potassiuma alloy as coolants. The cost

estimate appears reasonable. The iluclear Power Group boiling water reactor

is also based on considerable U.S.ABC experience. In this case, the General

Electric Company has bid to build tle entire reactor and power generating

equipment for O45,ooo0ooo. It ray be assumed that the General Electric

J2/ The ConEd reactor, for example, is being built for the flat sum of
Off5AA ru- rNcvc'2. til^ ./ -.

z 1_ f-¢Tt t 4tf
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company believes it reasonable to expect that ithis or early successor boiling

water reactors can be built profitably by a manufacturer for 4250/K,.w4 The

other U.S. reactor system listed in Table 3 is the Fast Breeder Reactor, and

represents the greatest extension of present technology, which fact is evident

in the higher estimated cost per k1.lowatt. However, this reactor could have

essentially zero net Fuel,,osts, and possibly may have negative net fuel

costs./ Its higor c al cost may theKefore be Justified 'economically.

21. The Canadian Nuclear Power Demonstration (17D) pressurized heavy

water reactor is more in the nature of an experimental than power reactor,

although it will have a significant electrical outpLt. It is estimated that

"second generation" pressurized heavy water reactors of this design will cost

about $250/Kw and will have capacities in excess of lOO 1w electric.

22. On Chart 1 are plotted the $/Kfw costs of these nine reactors accord-

ing to taxe year each is estimated to corme into operation. The reactors

plotted in black solid dot (.) are those of an advanced trpe which involve a

substantial ex-tension of nresent technoloer and those that are the "first" or

prototype reactors. Plotted as an open dot (o) are the reactors based on

substantially developed technology or upon whiclh firm bids have been obtained

from manufacturers. For this latter class, which can be taken to represent

the earlv comiercial reactors, the $/Kw costs range between $230 and 8320.

23. On Chart 2 are plotted the capital costs of these reactors in

relation to their electric capacity in megawatts. As the size of the plants

approaches about 100 11w, the cost per kilowatt tends to became asymptotic,

in this case at about ;R23O/Kvw. lane hias fitted a curve to a plot of costs

for 14 reactors. His plot, in some instances, based on data slightly
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different from the more recent values given in Table 3, and including costs

for some reactors not present.y under construction or authorized, and for

some earlier e.xperimental reactors, appears on Chart 3.2/ It can be noted

that the curve fitted by Lane also appears asymptotic at about 3230/Aw for

reactor sizes of from about 100 IfM upward.

2h. In sum, the cost of nuclear power plants of about 100 Nwr electric

capacity and upwards can be reasonably taken as between i;230/Kw and $%320/-Kw.

In the computations of cost of nuclear power which appear later in this paper,

the capital cost will be set at $>250/Kw. It should be noted that the re-

actors upon wlich this range of estimated costs is based are being built in

Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States. hii s estimate is conserva-

tive and actual capital costs may well be less.!;/ 1*hether the same costs

would obtain elsewhere would depend on local conditions. At least a portion

of the added capital costs £or export reactors (transportation, imported ex-

pert labor, etc.) might be partly balanced in some cases by lower general

labor costs reflected in somewhat lower costs of standard construction such as

buildings, excavation, and perhaps lower costs for turbine generators or

other standard equipment obtainable locally.

Ihe 2stirnated Cost of. Nclear Powver

25. Ha-ving deter.ined on a conservativ-e basis a reasonable capital cost

' Chart prepar-ed b-y Jlis A. 'r-,, Oa ,+e,Ttoa <o-toryr rn nunar~ jw~p~-~u u~r ~ ~. ±~, ona ora y, andin
cluded in a paper presented before the National Industrial Conference
Board, NfewT York, N.Y., October 1955.

2/ In recent testimonv before the U.S.Joint Committee on Atomic Energr. lvir.

Philip Sporn, President of American Gas and Electric, stated that the
'PG boiling water reactor. which was estimated to produce 180.000 Kw at

a capital cost of $250/1Nw, would actually have a larger electric capacity
and thus its capital cost would be less than $250/Kw.
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for a 100 IV nuclear power plant built on essentially today's technology, it

is now necessary to establish costs for operation and maintenance, fuel, de-

preciation, and return on investment. Since the plant factor substantially

affects the mills/Kwh charges attributable to depreciation, we must establish

the average plant factor at which the nuclear plant might be expected to

operate over its lifetime.

O-per-atJi[g and iM' t ulceJ, CosV- ,,s

26. Since no commercial nuclear povier reactors have been as yet operated,

tnere is no firm experience upon which to base estimates oI operating ana

maint,enance costs per Ahn produced. iMost studies on the economics of nuclear

power reactors, however, indicate that such costs should be close to those

for normal thermal stations. It is to be expected that for the first year or

two of operation of ear2y nuclear power plants, operating and maintenance cost

may be higher, perhaps double those for standard p'ants; the basic simplicity

of operation of a reactor, however, would seem to permit these costs to be

lower in later years. Second or third generation plants should experience

operating and maintenance costs lower than for a conventional thermal station.

In any event, this component of cost of electricity is not very large -- for

large central station plants in tlhe United States it adds about 0.5 to 1.0

mill/Kwh.

27O There is no reason to expect that the labor force required for a

nuclear power station will be substantially different in respect of cost than

for a corventional station. Early plants can be expected to have somewhat

higher than normal costs in first years of operation; but later plants should

have lower costs.

28. Most studies on rnclear power economics assume little or no
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variat,ion from standard maintenance cos-ts. This point of view is reasonable

if one examines the components of a nuclear power plant. The turbo-generator

side is standard, and the only increase in m.aintenance would be due to low

level radiation from the primary steam or from coritawiinatlon of the secondary

coolant. The coolant and steam systems will be required to be built to very

close specifications, wllich is reflected in the higher capital cost, but

should also be reflected in lo maintenance charges. In t'hie reactor itself,

there are problems of radiation damage, and of corrosion, both of which are

giren primax"r consideration in the design and should tnerefore not cause large

maintenance problems.

290 Te average of 't+he e-s±tiriated costs renorted in 16 stidles of the

economics of nuiclear powrer at Gen va for the conmTbin-ed operating and maintenance

cost for a large uclear er statiron is 2l2 mil s,/hra Th-i s value; which

is betwTeen 2 and 4 timl1.es the cost ¢erived from U.S. experience with large con-

vientional thetrmal stations, is certai.nly reasonable, and orobably hig.her than

as conservat-i-ve . g^t5!\

30. Insurance costs for a nuclear plant will undoubtedly be higher than

for a conventioral thermal plant. However, t'he cost of insurance for a con-

ventional plant is such a small percentage of the total operating costs that

even a substantial increase in insurance cost would not materially affect the

total cost of power generated. It may be well, however, to indicate the

nature of th1e insuirance problem presented by a nuclear power station. The

problem falls into two areas: insurance against loss of the plant itself and

insurance against third party liability in the event of a major nuclear

catastrophe, admittedly an event of extremely remote probability, but which
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might cause grave injury to i2any persors as a result of radioactivity that

nay be released. These risks can be mirimi-zed by completely enclosing the

reactor in a contaimaent vessel, by locating the plant in a less densely

populated area, and by design of' additional safety features in the plant

itself. If the plant is goverimient-ouned, it is "self insured". if the

plant is privately owned, insurance will undoubltedXy have to be obtained.

In the United States insurance companies have indicated willingness to under-

write $60,000,oo0 in coverage for each reactor. There is a strong possibil-

ity that a larger amount of coverage will become available as the insurance

companies investigate the problem further. Howlever, it appears that insur-

ance against a major catastrophe, involving claims of perhaps a humdred

mriJ.ll on dollars or more, may require some form of goverm,ient re-insurance in

the Uinited States. Solution of the insurance problem will undoubtedly vary

in different countries, and should be examined in each particular case, It

is expected that the cost of insurance will nevertheless still represent a

sniall proportion of the cost of power. The 2 mills/Kiwh operation and main-

tenance cost used in this paper is considered sufficiently liberal to cover

the cost of insurance.

F-' C1osts

A4. O-,-.,4 ,1P a ~ ,~,' fuiel1a~' n"& "rnr +nI.r~ .
31. At ~present.L " up'e oMule-v l -eg -ve..en±-cont+z-o11ed

and costs of producction havVe not been released, Prices atn Wh ich the Urited

SJ uate s IJ -wi''±. s el' oL. LJr 'l. e a se ce13.rt.L Ia erian. f 4. researc reactors4. 134t 4. werLeA1 CZJ14 re-

leased at Geneva -- $5,000 per klogar of uranium at a U235 enrichment of

209, $Q4 per kilogar, for ratural uraium ii retal form.L, and $61.50 per

cilogram for heavy water, Prices for quant it ies of these materials for use

in conaercial pow-ier stations have not yet been establish-,ed, or at, least ha-ve
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not yet been announced. ;ost st;:Aies estdi.ate values for U231 at betw-seen

';;15 and 03O per grami, and for natural uranium at about ;O4u per kilogran.

In this paper a value for U23c of $25" per gram and a value ffor natural

uranium netal of ',40 per kilogram has been used as a basis for calculation.-!

32. The fuel costs of ary reactor will depend upon a large number of

varia'oles. However, it has been found possible to develop general expressions

for nuclear fuel and inventory costs that are at "least indicative of the range

of costs to be expected for certain reactor systems. Such expresslions and

sample calculations for various reactor systems are contained, for example,

in a report entitled "-iaclear Fuel and Inventory Costs for Power Reactors"

(IRL-138) by D. Kallman, R. A. Pierce, and'v. S. Scheib, Jr., of the

California Research and Development Cormpar, dated June 1954 and prepared

under U. S. Atomic Enerzr Cori-ission Contract 1To.AT(11-1)-74.

33. Basically, in a reactor some atoms of a fissionable ma-terial are

fissioned or otherwise destroYyed, some are loft in the fuel elements, and

some new ators of fissionable material are formed. TThere are irnvolved, in

computing the fuel component of power cost, certain metallurgical, fabrica-

tion, separation and waste disposal costs in adedtion to the values of the

fissionable material destroyed or made. Since fissionable material in the

reactor fuel cycle represents a l,arge amount of immobilized capital, inventory

charges are made against the fissionable -material held in thle fuel cycle.-i

In connection with the announcement of Feb.23, 1956 that the U.S. would
make available 20.000 kilograis of U235 for use in parTer reactors in other
countries, Chairman Lewis L. Strauss of the IJ.SIAEC said the material had
a val-up of d0(nhOnnono000 which confirL_s thle T2).o per gram vnliite pro-
posed for use in this paper.

o! e-- Para. n
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The following express?.ons can oe v-Atten to reflect these cuiarges:

(a) iMuclear Fuel Cost:

For heterogeneous Tnermal Reactors:

Fuel Cost = ftm. destroyed + f.m. undestro-ed °
Fu recovered + Fabrication + Separations +
W!j'aste Disposal.

(b) Irnentory Cost for 'Thermal Reactors:

Inv.Cost = f.m. feed in reactor + f.m. Feed
in Separations Cycle + Pu Product in reactor
+ Pu Product in Separations Cycle.

314. The assunTtions used in the calculations contained in LRL138,

referred to above, are not unreasonable, ancd it is not considered necessary

here to describe them fully. Let us now consider the costs for fuel and

inventoryr calculated in iRL-138 for a thermal regenerative reactor using

normal uiranium as fuel:

Quaintities in g'ramvs Urt Costs
FUQel per 1000 Kiw^h. per gxaris !"ills/I-wh.

T ssi enarle )material.
destroyed 0.20 $ 6.20 1.24

Fissionable material
undestro,red 0.20 6.20 l.24

PlutoŽri-num recovered 0.16 2,'.00 (4.00)

Fabrication 56.oO 0.005 o.28

Separations 56.on o.o0l5 o.84

W,.aste nisposal o.24 0.50 0.12

irrrentory Charges o.65

Total Fuel and Inventory Costs 0.37

It will be noted thnat the plutonium produced in the reactor is valued at
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325.00 per gram. Tvhis figure is about tw-ice as high as that generally

assumed in the Geneva papers. If a value of $-15.00 is substituted, the

resulting overall fuel and inventory cost would be 1.97 mills/Kw,h. The

fissionable material, destroyed and undestroyed, is valued at 1j;6.20 per gram

which represents normal uranium at F:h4 per kilogram. Since our value for

normal uranium is $40 per kilogram, the fissionable material destroyed and

undestrcyed should be valued at §5.62 per gram. The cost of fissionable

material destroyed then becones 1.13 mills/,Kwhr. The other principal item

in these calculations subject to serious error is the amount of fissionable

material undestroyed. The amount of fissionable material undestroyed is

dependent upon the length of time the uranium fuel element can be left in the

reactor without being seriously damaged, or without poisoning the chain re-

action through buildup of fission products. The cost attributable to

fissionable material unburned assumed in the above calculation requires

irradiation of about 4,500 riegawatt days per ton, which is somewhat higher

than has been achieved on ary large scale to date. If irradiation of 3,500

MWD/ton, which has been achieved in Canadian and other normal uranium reactors

is assumed, the direct cost of fissionable material ulnburned at $5.62 per gram

would be 1.69 mills/Kwh. Because more material would have to be fabricated

and separated, these costs and the inventory charge would also rise, making

the total fuel and inventory cost about 2.85 mills/Kwh.

35. a Fel and i-renntoy costs for s;ixteen reactors (.ot al the4 -al,

natural =aniu1xrsstems) were est4imated in Geva papers. -Lse
average of these costs is about 2.85 4'Ils per kiloatt ho1ur. The spr-ead

of such fuel costs, depending upon value assined to plutoiu-izm either as a

1'product or as replacement fuel, the Irr-adiation level to wrich the uranium

f-el elements inay be subJected, and the fuel cycling chosen, depends upon
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the reactor system employTied. For breeder reactors t>he fuel costs could

become zero, and even may show as a credit. For thermal reactors in which

irradiations of 8-10,000 17fiD/ton can be achieved, the fuel and inventory

cost can be perhaps as low as 005 mill/KM.fhr. These latter systems are, how-

ever, not achievable with present technology; they may be expected In third

or later generation plants.

36. It should be noted that the calculation of 2.85 mills/Kwhr as the

fu'el component of Dower costs assumes essentially present technology, and no

increase in efficiencv of use of nuclear fuel over the whole life of the

power plant. Tt is more reasonable to expect some increase in efficiency,

or decrease in in'lnat costs; as experience further is gained.2/ If a modest

all'wance of 10 to 15 perc-ent oP the- calculated cost is taken. the fuel cost

corpone,nt would be about 2.50 mills /Kwhr.

37. In s-xmiary, a reasonable and conservative value to assign fuel and

inventory cost appears to be about 2.5 rills per kilowatt hour, with the

possibility that costs of perlhaps 1 mill/YKwh might be obtained in later

loadings of t'he early reactors. It is difficult to see why fuel costs

should be substantially higher than 2.5 mills/Kwh over the life of the early

power plants. It must be emphasized that the reasonable value suggested

above is a generalised value. For arn specific reactor system, a specific

fuel and inventor: cost must be calculated using the specific parameters of

1/ In the fotegoing, calculations; a thermal efficiency of 20 percent has
been used. ilr. Philip Sporn, President of Amrericanr Gas and Electric,

has reported that the iPG Boiling lWater Power Reactor is expected to
achieve a thermal efficiency of 203 percent.
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the spec-fic system.

38. The foregoing estimate of 2.50 mills/Kwh includes approximately

0.9 mills/Kwh to cover inventory charges on the immobilized capital represent-

ed by the fissionable and fertile material coiranitted to the nuclear power re-

actor, including not only all the nuclear material in the reactor, but also

that being fabricated into fuel elements, being stored for cooling after

irradiation, and being chemically processed. The amount of material so

cormitted will depend upon the specific reactor. According to DZ- W. K.

Davis, Director of the U. S. Atomic EnerMr Commission's Division of Reactor

Development, the total value of the inventory of nuclear fue'l may be as Ihigh

as $50 per electrical kila-att for some reactors, and in tvypical heterogeneous

reactors the value will be in the range of "20 to $e40 per dlcowatt. In

homoreneous reactors the value mav be aoprec4ablv less ' AccnntTing the

higher valuLe, i.e. $50 per kciowatt. a 100 MNJ reaclor Tnilht. re-nuire somn t¾ing

likie 00,0 o;000 worth of nuclear fiiel in invprentor. t- The allowance of 0 9

mills/Kwh. which has heen inc1iurpt in t.he f_epl -nr- nv-±rnto ch-g C'f79 

mialsrwlnjwould- in a 100r T--*T. plant. operatednr at+ a 50 percent p'na fctr~~~7-- - -- - _- -…'_ - - c. - -

Drovide about IM9q. 0o npr ypar- an anointil-. whiob r honii be hal cove r^rn-

financial charLws on cary-ving n even rreater fuel inven.tor.

Amount and Pattern of Use

39. Since the capital costs for a nuclear power station are higher than

for a comparable thermal station the amounts charged in the selling price to

cover return on that capital investment and depreciation are larger than

g/ P/477 - "Capital Tnvestmnent Required for Tuclear Energy" oy W.K.Davis;
Proceedings International Conference on Peaceful uses ofT Atomic rneram.
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would be required in the case of a thermal plant. In order to bring those

charges within reasonable limits, it is necessary to spread them over as

large a nurmber of units of production -- kilotatt hours -- as possible.

This indicates the need to operate nuclear power plants at as high a plant

factor as possible, or, in other words, to use them as base load stations,

40. Since we have also seen that the capital investment would probably

be sharply higher for plants of less than 75 to 100 IN capacit7,, we must be

suLre that the system into which the niuclear plant is to be inte-cxated is

capable of acceptingz a 75-l0O Thr plant as a base load installation with a high

plant factor.

41e. Whether the miclear plant can be operated with a high plant factor

is essentially a function of system demand. (Je assume that operational

shutdowns will be no greater in a nluclear plant than 4n a thermal plant.)

Tlherefore, in assessinig the feasibility of a 75-l00 -w nuclear plant from arn

economical point of view, it is paramount that we make sure the electrical

system, of whinich it is to be a part, is such as to allow the nuclear plant

t,o be operated at a high plant factor throughout the year.

1h2. For a conventionarl therm".al planst, the plan.t l4fe -w ll be taken as

33 y1/3 yrs and the depreciation rate will be 3, of the cap tal cost per
-Y ' j -- s-$ - V- V a.JL U. .J 1 ,.J LU/ pt V.LaLnn.x. on a straigh>t iiebsi9 Fo +. r-4a ~.t about ,0If or 4Gr --P

the capi4tal cost 4ie rep-- er.teA 1-r -o.e.--4- 4 -- -I -- 4, -- 4 wl- ch- 'Iw hv

tl. sam 't as ir, aJJ. ...'L.Lv er.io plrt i. . 3 l/3 .) rs * e ±LI er,-i±iH-r-g6n<~~~~~~~~~~~" toZA 70Vd-Wlc If th ai otc,naxe o,sada-,seilzdivemsl

-W:h VW I piu WJ. VI'- fe JQL of AJD 2 years JJ. .VO I-.rJ be as-Oed. T V o dpm L appear toIfi be a

whi-"chLJ a plant "lif ofL 20 years -wiJll be assareume. This b would appear to bue -a
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conservative esiMate; shle ear±lr large aL--e rxuu±lea- reacUU--s al, ramlurud,

Washington which began operation about tuelve years ago, are stiil performing

satisfactorily as is the smaller air cooled reactor at Oak i'ddge, which began

operation somewhat earlMier. The combined overall plant life of the nuclear

plant will therefore be taken as 25 years, and the plant will be depreciated

at 4$ of its capital cost per annum on a straight line basis.

43. The amount of money allocated each year to cover depreciation (four

percent of the capital cost) would, if placed in a sinking fuld at, say,

4075 percent interest, actually permit the complete writing off of the plalnt

in 17 years, or about 8 years before the technically determined life of the

plant had expired. The use of a 4 percent, straight line depreciation

schedule is considered prudent from a banking point of view.

44. The question of obsolescence of a nuclear power plant should be

mentioned at this point. in a conventional thermal plant the primary reason

for obsolescence is that new plants display a consistently higher thermal

efficiency, and since the cost of fuel is the most significant portion of

selling price of electric power at the bus bar in conventional thermal

plants, the new plants are able to make power cheaper than old ones. It is

to be expected that later nuclear plants will undoubtedly be able to produce

electricity at lower fuel costs than the earlier plants, However, the

older plant will also benefit from advancing technology and in maniy, if not

most, cases will be able to show comparable decreases in fuel costs in later

loadings, as new alloys or new methods of faorication enable a larger burnup

of the fissionable material in the core. As was pointed out earlier, the

fuel component of cost of electricity generated in a nuclear paower station

is significantly less than the fuel component of cost of electricity
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generated in a conventiorCa± ti.erma; statiO11, Tnus3 as a. Mi'. ±Jirb±h

noted (see Para.7) the problem of obsohescence of a nuclear power plant is

more comparable to that of a hydroelectric station than to a corve:.tional

thermal station,

45. As was mentioned earlier, the number of hours per year that the

nuclear plant will generate power (i.e. the pLant factor at which it -ill

operate) has an important bearing on the cost of power generated. A study

conducted by the General Electric Company of modern conventional thermal

power stations in the United States revealed that over the li-fe of these

plants a plant factor of 43% was achieved. The G. E. study suggests that

nuclear stations, because of lower fuel costs, should achieve a lifetime

plant factor of 50g. However, because the nuclear plant is depreciated

faster than the thermal plant, and because the fuel and operating component

of cost of the nuclear plant will be lover than such costs in a thermal plant,

it is not unreasonable to expect that the nuclear plant, in competition with

thermal plants, will be operated in later years of its life at a much higher

rate than would a thermal plant of equivalent age (See corments on obsolescenc

Para.A4). In the opinion of the writer, a nuclear plant "competing" with

conventional thermal plants may achieve an overall lifetime plant factor of

over 6nf - rhin in comnetition with newmer ruclear ilAnts. the older nuclear

plant nmayr e expected to he onerated at a plant factnr of qolmt 5n,/L

Generating Costs for TNclear Pmwer, excluding Financial Charges

46. Table 5 contains calculations of the cost of generating nuclear

power (including depreciation) in a 75-100 Nhw nuclear plant costing $250/Kw

of electric capacity operated at various plant factors. It represents

generation costs in a nuclear plant that might be constructed on essentially
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uouays ' tu Ao ogy. The ±uNe an' r - cost iucear rueleo in

Table 5) is that pre-vioUUSLy Comn -p-uted as c ErvZative, anu maW in practice de-

crease u-ver the if-e of the plant to about 1.0 i ills/i.wh. It is maintained

as a constant in Table 5 regardless of plant factor, since the only effect of

increasing the plant factor is a slight decrease in the inventory component

of the charge. The operation and -aintenance cost used in Table 5 is two to

four times tnat experienced in conventional thermal stations in the Uirted

States, Over the life of tlhe nuclear plant, it is expected that this cost

might decrease to perhaps 1.0 mill/Kwh. Also, this cost will in fact de-

crease with an increase in plant factor. However, the 2.0 mills/Kwh cost is

maintained as a constant in these calculations in order to introduce again a

conservative bias. The depreciation costs sho m in Table 5 are calculated

on a straight line basis at 4 percent per annum, based upon a plant life of

25 years. However, as was pointed out in paragraph 43, if the depreciation

allocation each year is invested at, say, 4.75 percent interest, the plant

will in fact be completely written off in 17 years, Once again, this gives

a conservative bias to the calculations.
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Table 5

Cost of Generating Nquclear Powrer at Various Plant Factors
(E.xclucbLng Return on investment)

I Expressed in U.S.1i1{1s per Kilariatt Hour

Plant Factor _
I fo5 i 6O; 7o%i 8g 1 90%

| uclear Fuel !2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 j.5 |

O peration and 11aintenance As2.0 |2.0 2.0 |2.0 2.0i

| Depreciation 2,3 1.9 1| t 6 |1.4 j1.3|

I _ - ' .! 1 t

Generating Cost (excluding -
Return on Investment) ,.8 6 .4 o.± i #

Total Cost Including Return on Investment

47. In view of the larger capital investment required for a nuclear

power plant as compared with a conventional thermal station the burden of

financial charges is of major irportance in evaluating "where and under what

circumstances" nuclear power may be econormically attractive. As was pointed

out earlier, the average lifetime plant factor at which the power plant will

be operated also substantially affects the cost of electricity generated.

Table 6 shows estimated cost of electricity generated in a nuclear plant at

various financial charges and at various plant factors.



Table 6

Total Cost of Generating Nuclear Powver at Various Plant Factors
and at Various Returns on IEnvestment

(Expressed in U.S.Mil]Ls per K-im.hw-t ]our)

Plant Re`.,.7r on Iavesttment
Factor -- t - -;-- bT T T" ' -w !~3 - --

I I~~~~~~7 :, -u--17
5C% Generating Cost 6 .8 6. 8 6. 8 6. 8 6c8 | 6 8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6. 8

Financial Cost 1.7 2.3 2.9 3 4. O -,.1 5,7 6.3 6. 8 74 8.0 8.6
_ __ .7 _ _ 1 __ _ 7 _ _

Total 8.5 9.1. c9.7 10.2 l0.8 U T9 ~ 12.5 :13.1 13.6 14.2 14.8 )-SAi

|Gene6rating C.ost I4 6.4h 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.4 6 .4 6. 41 6.4 65.4 6.4 6.4 6.4
Financial Cost 1.4 1.9 2-4 2.95 3.3 3.13 1 4.3 4. | 5.2 5.7 6.2 6.7 7.1

Total 7.8 8.3 8.8 9.3 10 2 10 7 li c 2 11o6 12-1 12-6
9*7 ~1. 071. 16 1. 26 13.1 13.5

=- =~~~~~~~~~~~ _ -= = =__ -_ = __= : === =

70% : Generating Cest 6.1 6.1 c 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.21 6.1 6).1 6.1 6.. 6.1
Financial Cost 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2 .9 3. 3 3.7 4.1L 4.5 4.9 5.3 5.7 6.1

Total | 7.3 7.7 8.1 8.5 9. 0 9.4 9.8 10.2 :LO.6 Il.0 11.4 11.8 12.2
I = ===_ T

GeineatnciaCost L1 4 L 2. 2 c36 5 5Generati.ng Cost | 5.9 | 5595 ';.9 5.9 .9 5.9 5 .9 5..9
8 Financial Ccct 1.| 1.4 1.8 2.]. "? 5 2'3 | 3-2 3ct$ 3.9 14.3 |4.6 5:o 5.4.

Total 7.0 7.3 7.7 8.0 8.4 8.83 9.1 9.15 9.8 10.2 10.5 10.9 11.3

90% Generating Cost | I,,:8 |58 E| ',.8 |5.8 El 5 5.18 . 8 5'3|5.8 .58 |5.8 5.8 |5.8i
Financial Cost lO10 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 | 29 | 32 35 53.8 4.1 4.4 4.8

Tc_ta68 7 7-4 7 -i ;3. o 8_7 9II _--D 139. 9.14.2 40.8
Total |6.8 1| 7.1 |7.4 7.7 j 8.0 |8.23 i 8,7 |9.0 i9.3 |9.6 |9.9 |10.2 |10.6I I 
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,~~~~~Vlujjcu -''-U'...DU .44.-2..2 ..A-.. J 0 
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epe lose ao faw 'r a posit UUo U.- tLLU OU. 0 eleciicViy generatedina-

thermal station. The conventiol ther.al stat0ion has the aU'vantage of low ea-

operat1ing and maintenance costs -- about u.O mIfL s/±-Owl on tne average -in thne

U. K. and U. S. -- in contrast with the 2,0 mi-ls Kmh cost used in this paper

for the nuclear plant. Since the capital investment for a conventional

thermal station has been taicen as $-120/raw as compared with the $250/Kw used

in this paper for the nuclear pLant, and since depreciation has been set at a

more rapid rate for the nuclear plant (4 percent per annum, straight line, as

contrasted vith 3 percen-t per annum, straight line, for the conventional

thermal station), depreciation and financial charges will also be higher for

the nuiclear plant than for the conventional thermal station. On thie other

hand, the fuel component of cost of electricity generated in a nuclear power

plant will be considerably less than the ccost of fuel mI3d i-: a Cnrentional

ther-ial station, except in extremely low-cost fossil Tuel areas;

49. The relative attractiveness of the nuclear plant vis-a-vi3 the

conventional thermal station is largely dependent upon the cost of fuel for

the conventional station and upon the rate of financial charges appropriate

in the specific location. Charts 4 to 8 compare the cost of electricity

generated in a nuclear power plant of 75-100 Mw electric capacity built on

essentially today's technologr, wTith thae cost of electricityr generated in a

conventional thermal station of similar capacity, at various fuel costs for

a conventional plant. Chart L (at a 50; plant factor) shows that wherever

1/ Conventional thermal stations of 75-1OC Irw are estimated to ran-e from
$120/Kw to $160/Kw. The el912O/K:w Tigure used in these calculations favors
the conventional thermal stations.
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fossil £Lue_l cos 1s ., >1:18AS_ pVrU 4',.Lis o'es(qwaeto ,per

rIle Ul o f.Lt.; LUjU BLLpe.L- V -p .d coal ur in a -In+ ha-dr' na 35,^-

e!-ci ency), a conXventi Wnal the,.zl stationV, isU muoreLC VVonmVI al t'^.a a rucea

station, irrespective of' what rate of' re--L-Urr is'.;. aQtW, tot e"4-,,v,-UJ,-r

in tne plant. U-n t'nle lotbie r 1-haInd,I -UP ti ±t,he . ilWfe UUiU -LO II -"Q per

i'Kwh (-7(00 per metric ton ±U' 1L0j0UV DIU p poundu -coUaL1% .L4 in aplant

having a 357 thermal effficiency) a -nuclear plaLt could afford to pay up to

7'2!^ return (after depreciation) on tne investmVnt and still prouuce eld±Ui±-iC-

ity more economically than a conventional thermai plant.

50. At a 90% plant factor (Chart 8), again a nuclear station could not

compete with 4.5 mills/'Kwh fossil fuel. It could compete with 5.5 mills/Kwh

($?12 .35 per metric toii for 10,000 BTU per pound coal b-rned at a thermal

efficiency of 35Z), fuel at a 6 ?f return or less. If cost of fuel were 6.5

rills/Kwh (C)14.77 per metric ton for 10,000 BTU per po-.uid ccal burned in a

plant having a 35% thermal efficiency) a nuclear plant could aiford up to

12, on investnent and still be more econorLical.

CO9LTCYLUSIOITS

51. It is concluded that a nuclear power station having an electrical

capacity of 75-100 t41, or 1ara-ger, could be designed and built on essentially

present technologr. In certain locations such a plant would have a high

degree of probability of producing eiectricity at costs competitive with

those of electricity produced from fossil fuels. It appears possible to

establish circumstances that would have to be met in order for it to do so

today:

(a) The generation and distribution system inlto which the

nuclear plant is to be integrated must be large, capable of



'I^ f. ' -U1j -i4- -1± - -,'..LL -- 4 -- J.L acce-ot-ng a6 -lOC .;X: p'iani t a. aL Li-' Zpl 8 faJo.,

(b) The nmuclea- pav WUUld ihvt UV Lto .be.loated inL a oAsY

witn relat+ively 'high fossil fuel costs, and writh

sufficient availabiuity ofi capital so +aI rLe re--

on investment in tne planZ couid bte irioueravely- 'wo

(c) The country must nave executed whatever polit cal

agreements that are necessary to assure a continuing

supply of fuel at prices consistent with those used in

tlhis paper, reprocessing, and, if necessary, the import

of components.

(d) The country must have a degree of econor.ic stability so

t'hat if the nuclear plant should cost more than expected

or should not perform as anticipated, the excess cost

could be absorbed without a sigaificant adverse effect.

(e) Until further operational experience has been (ota½eie1/

it would not be prudent to establisl the nuclear p.anvf

in a system where it would represent a corinsideable

proportion of the total systdm generating capacity.

l{r A . ,e, ;. > i ¢

f i71t4.~~~-~ -, , e'- - t+ -u
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Heat Reactors

1. The considerations that have been discussed relative to power

reactors apply to the process or space heat reactors, and to propulsion

reactors with some modification. The capital cost of a process heat reactor

would probably be less - perhaps as much as 20 or 30 percent less -- than

for an electric power reactor, since the turbo-gererator side of the plant

would be essentially el:iinated. On the other hand, the problem of findirg

a suitable system or plant to utilize tne large amount of heat produced is

limiting. Also, while the nuclear power plant would have an overall thermal

efficiency of perhaps 20 (in other words, a 100 11w electric capacity nauclear

plant would have close to 500 SNw of heat capacity), the process heat plant

would have a thermal efficiency of perhaps 90 percent.

2. TUile the effect of size on process heat reac cr cozts woulud not be

the srame as was noted in the case of the nuclear power reactor, it will be

felt, and there will be a size below wfhich the process heat reactor will

steeply risa in cost per unit output, Just wihat that range of size will be

is yet to be determined. In sum, as concerns process or space heat reactors,

no calculations or analyses of their economics have been ioublished; thus,

while that application is of interest to the Dank,, it appears premature to

attempt to arrive at judgements as to its economic feasibilityr. It should

be noted that Sweden is planning an experimental space heating reactor of

about 90 Nw thermal capacity to be completed around 1960. This reactor is

planned to provide space heating to portions of the City of Vasteras

(population about 65,000). :iorway is also considering an experimental

industrial heat reactor for use in conjunction with a wood processing plant
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at Halden, This reactor would have a tneriial capacity of 10-12 Ja and wou-ld

begin operation in about t1hree years. It is expected to proviude a±o-au 20_25,;

of the plant's hourly steam requirements. Detai2led information on threse

reactors, and the estimated economics of their operation, should begin to be

available for analysis soon.

Propulsion Reactors

3. As for propulsion reactors, again the field looks interesting from

an economic point of view; the information on it published today is not

sufficient to form the base of any judgements on its practicability. The

first application of a reactor to propel a velhicle is in the atomic

submarine 1"Nautilus". The Nautilus is powered by a pressurized water

reactor and because the reactor needs no oxygen to support "combustion", she

has in effect an unlimited range at very high speed submerged at great depth.

Cor.entionally powered submarines, on the other hand, are severely Limited in

such a situation, being capable of onlyr about an hour's operation at high

speed when deeply submerged. In comparison, the U. S. Navy has announced

th1-qt the NJaut ilus cmi sed over 1600 miles at an average speed of 16 knots

submerged at depth. The relatively unlimited range underwater of the

Nait linis has been likened in significance to the development of ironclad

naval vessels in that it will demand a revolutionarv chanee in naval tactics

botlh defensive and offensive.

4. The application of nuclear power to the propulsion of naval vessels

is only in its infancy, but alreacdr a half dozen nuclear submarines are being

built and the Navy and AEC are beginning work on a land-based prototype of a

large surface ship reactor. In these naval applications, however, the cost

of propulsion is secondary to performance and displacement. A higher cost
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per mile or per hour can be tolerated because of the unique performance of

the nuclear propelled ship,

5. In the case of commercial snlp izropulsion, however, costs must be

considered. The higher mnclear costs tend to iake commercial ship propulsion

unattractive at least insofar as the U.S. is concerned. Work is woing on

both in the U.S - the U.K.. and Norway, however. to develop a practical and

eeor'cnrrf icntmr rqtem fnr merrhant shin nropulsion= Such applications.

howevrer, are i-ch farther tProm realizat-ion thnn the nrnnoll inon of' militarv

slipis *W^.here eost isc a mlnoreosiern.o

Small Power Reactors

6 mThe discussion that has preceded has concerned the feasibility of

building 75_100 I.w and larger nuclear power reactors wThich might produce

electricity at costs competitive wTith conventionally fuelled thermal power

stations in some situations. The development of small. nuclear paxwer

stations, suitable for use in remote locations such as the Arctic or in under-

developed countries where the demand for electricity occurs in relatively

small units, has not progressed as far as has the development of larger

central station units. Work is going on, particularly in the United States

and Canada, to develop reactor systems for such smaller, specialized uses.

As a rough estimate, if nuclear power can be produced for 20 to 30 mills/Kwh

in plants having capacities of 3 to 5 Nw electric, there would be a demand

for such reactors in the remote areas of Canada, for example, in some areas

of Africa, and undoubtedly in Asia and South Amxerica. To malke 20-30 mills/

Kwh nuclear power, the capital cost for the reactor would probably have to be

no more than $600/Kw. This implies a production rather than a custom scale

manufacture. As of today, however, it is not possible to evaluate the
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econonic feasibility of building a reactor in the 3-5 I'.w range.

7. For reactors in the 10 l.w range, some estimates have been made.

There, the capi-tal costs might be aboutt h400t/Hw, and the fuel and irwentory

costs perhaps 9 mills/Kwh, The operating and maintenance costs might be

about 2 mills/Kwh. If a lO5 return on investment is assumed, and a plant

factor of 805, such a plant miRht produce power which could be sold at the

bus bar for under 20 mills/Kwh. It is to be exoected that the fuel cost

and tlh canital cost will lower as the technoloL-,r develops. Tt is not

unreasonable to exoect plants of this size to oroduce power wh-ich could be

so'd at the bip bsr at. aholrt 15 H"s,,~/hr Pt a nTlhnt. f-ctnr nf RO', nrd npr-

haps lrwer depenirng upon financ-ial chrnges. The +h ret ing con-

Sirqtnr, 'hyr A'TgaJriavi oJevr PoervT fo-r -ii;7+.n11n+n in+- S-out A -nenca fall *n

+h;A es r.+at...r T+ T.T_1 he ' osshe + n 4 -a ;,-a a4+ a ,,a,nA-1-- - -a

ann,.,-, el nP -ha pATP.r,. p . 41- ,rr' .a p4 rvc 4,+ln-r +1 a nA ,.,rra a 4-,-

bidsn for., the
-

three .AuP *v,ap.
4 -

rs,, havea been,- a,,h.,.4 4-+ and ths, desg.. m-na ,-

8. In the medium size reactor range, the problems of development are

much like those for the larger central power plants, and their introduction

will follow, rather than precede, the commercial entryr of the larger plants

which are already nder developmernt. It is to be expected that the capital

cost of such reactors will be higher per kilowatt of capacity than for the

larger stations, since the cost of turbo-generator equipment and the cost of

the reactor are affected more exponential2y than linear2y by a decrease in

electric capacity. However, the fuel costs of suclh reactors should not be

significantly different than for the larger central station nuclear plants.



Decause the cost of electricity from conventional stations in this size rangr

is usually higher than electricity for larger thernmal stations, the nuclear

plant will undoubtedly be able to compete in the size range also. 1owever,

as of today, it is not possible to develop a detailed analrsis of what cost

to expect since little developmental interest has so far been directed towar

such a reactor. The United States is planning to design and constrvct seve:

reactors in this size range, but no estinates of cost or of performance are

yet available.


